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Random Reflections: Altering the Course of Banking
The Banking Sector was already in crisis. Crisis was created through the policies. Large credit was
encouraged leading to the NPA Crisis. Development institutions like IDBI, ICICI and even UTI were
converted into banks. HDFC was again converted into a universal bank and focus on housing was
gone.
There is no real attempt to recover NPA. Rather write off in the name of haircut is going on.
As per an assessment of an analyst, SBI will be showing a loss of Rs.15000 Cr (last year it declared
profit but RBI says the NPA provision was not done proper and actually the bank made loss). Most
of the banks will show loss as credit off take has been down due to weakening of economy and
general scare to lend because of which banks are depositing their funds in reverse repo, bonds and
securities with low return. Whatever increase in lending figures is due to additional interest and
adhoc credit limits to existing accounts. Read More..

Infrastructure boom in
India: At what cost?
At walking distance of a few
minutes from the Mandawali
Railway Station in East Delhi,
where hardly a few trains stop, lies
the Sewa Sadan locality (our focus
area of the study) in Mandawali.
While the main road of Sewa
Sadan appears to be somewhat
better off, the bylanes that
constitute the colony are slowly
deteriorating under heaps of filth
and garbage. Read More..

Webinar: Re-Imagining
the Future: A People’s
Agenda for Post
COVID Economy
The need today, amidst the
pandemic induced global
economic catastrophe, is not only
ensuring the safety and survival of
the most vulnerable sections of the
society but also to start
conversations of a paradigm shift
that would envision a more
inclusive, sustainable and
equitable economy. Read More..
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